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ADJOINT FUNCTORS
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0. Introduction. In this paper we present a category theoretic

generalization of the construction of the tensor algebra or symmetric

algebra of a module which proceeds by representing the module as

the quotient of the free module on the underlying set of the given

module by its module of relations, then obtaining the tensor algebra

as the quotient of the free algebra on the underlying set of the

module modulo, the ideal generated by the module of relations, thus

giving a uniform construction of many universal gadgets used in

algebra.

We use the notation of MacLane [l].

1. Definition. Let C and 03 be two categories and $>: C—>(B a functor.

(We shall explicitly work in the case when the functor is covariant,

dualization will be left for the reader.) Then for an object BE<&, a

universal arrow from B to $ is a pair (C, y) with C an object of C

and y.B—>$(C)£03, such that to every pair (C, p.) with C'£C and

p.:B—&(C), there is a unique arrow v:C—>C, with $(i>) y=p. Equiv-

alently (C, 7) is universal from B to <$ when the pair (C, y) is an

initial object in the comma category B/3>, whose objects are the ar-

rows £->*(C), for C'£C.

2. Main theorem. Suppose ty:($>—»6? and <t>:e—KB are covariant

functors and A Ed. Then if BiE<$> and ^(Bi) has a universal arrow to

ty and to "$?&, then under the hypotheses:

(a) If ^03) is a retraction in Q, then there exist Bu B2 in (S> so that 8

is the coequalizer of 81 and B2, and

(b) The class {yEQ\^(y)Bi=^(y)82} consists of all morphisms of

the form y'pfor some epimorphism p,

there exists a universal arrow from Bi to <t>.

Proof. Let (C, ju) and (B, v) be universal from ^(Bi) to \I"£ and ^

respectively: since (B, v) is universal from ^k(Bi) the morphism

^^(T^i)—>\£<£(C) determines a unique morphism pi'.B—»$(C), such

that

(1) *(pi)v = p.

Also the identity morphism of ^(Si) determines a unique S such that
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V(8)v =  l*(Bl).

We shall use our hypothesis (a) only for this 5, and (b) only for Bi =jui5i

and B2=nic>2, where 5 determines the pair Si, 52 under hypothesis (a).

Thus, since ^(5) is a retraction, there exists a parallel pair

8,

such that 5=coequalizer of 5i and S2 (hypothesis (a)). Let us choose

the fixed p to be a mapping C—»GGC such that <£ip)Bi=$ip)B2.

Since 5=coequalizer (Si, S2), there exists a ca'.Bi—^iCi) satisfying

(2) u8 = *(p)mi-

We shall check that (G, a>) is a universal arrow from Bi to $. So

let C*EQ and let 0:.Bi—>4>(C*) be an arrow in <B. Since (C, ju) is uni-

versal from <ff(Bi), the morphism ty(d) :ifr(B1) —>S(«I>(C*) determines a

unique k'.C—^C*, such that

(3) ¥$(k)p = *(8).

Now ¥(0) =¥(0)U(Bl) =¥(0)¥(«> = *(05>.

Also ̂ $(k)SE'(pi)j'=^((?) = >F(05>, i.e. *(<I>OOjui>=*(0S>. As (5, y)
is a universal arrow from ~^(Bi) to SF, we must have

(4) *(k)mi = «.

Now $(K)/3i=$(K)p151=f?S5i=0SS2=#(K)/32, hence by hypothesis (b)

there exists a A: Ci—>C*, such that

(5) k = XP.

Again

¥*(X)*(a>)¥(S)i' = ¥$(X)¥(w5)j<

= *$(A)*($(p)^i)v    from (2)

= y$(\p)y(m)v

= *$(k)m = tf (0)    from (1), (5) and (3)

= *(05)k.

Now since (B, v) is universal, we immediately have

68 = $(X)w5

which in turn gives

(6) 0 = $(X)co
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since 5 is an epimorphism. Also using the fact that p is an epimor-

phism, one can check that X is unique satisfying (6).

Next if for each object B £03, there is a universal arrow (<(7>), yB)

from B to <£> (y^ being the arrow B-^tiB) in 03) then the function t

can be considered as a functor and we have the

Interpolation Theorem. Suppose C-?>03-^a is a diagram of cate-

gories and functors with $' and S^' as coadjoints for & and SI"I?, respec-

tively, then we have a coadjoint for <£> whenever hypotheses (a) and (b) of

the main theorem hold.

3. Application. Our theorem essentially reduces Lawvere's famous

theorem [2 ] "Every algebraic functor has an adjoint" to the existence

of free algebras over sets, i.e. the existence of an adjoint to the forget-

ful functor guarantees the existence of an adjoint for all algebraic

functors.

More clearly let SD be a small category and 9 an arbitrary one. We

consider the functor category 9° and the imbedding g—»g£> which

carries any G£Obj 9 into the obvious constant functor. Now if 9 is

algebraic we have the commutative diagram

9   $   S (S = category of sets)

i IT
M^ (<i> = forgetful functor)

$£>

of adjoint pairs and the fact that every algebraic category has direct

limits (4) follows again from the fact that the forgetful functor 4> has

an adjoint ^, by interpolating in the diagram

composition

«-

9-»SB,-► §D

direct limit

By similar methods one obtains results as in Frei [3, Satz 2.9].
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